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according to the historian of the 16th cen-
tury, mohammed Haydar dulati kazakh khanate 
was established in 1465. in historical science, ka-
zakhstan has a number of statements on the date of 
formation of the kazakh khanate. the researcher 
calls t. Sultanov date education kazakh khanate 
in 1470-71 years n. mynzhan in 1456, a khase-
nov in 1445. fruitfully engaged in the study of the 
kazakh khanate k. pischulina, S. Zholdaspayuly 
and b. karibaev fully agrees opinion m. H. dulati. 
founders kazakh khanate were the descendants 
of the founder of the ak orda urus khan Sultani 
kerey and Zhanibek. on opinion of the investiga-
tor v.p. yudina during the reign of urus khan, the 
kazakhs were not called yet kazakhs.

only after carting kerey and Zhanibek in the 
territory of the chu river and kozybasy word be-
comes ethnonym kazakh. a kazakh khans and 
kerey janibek are really headed kazakhs. Soon 
then kazakh word applies to the vast expanses of 
the dasht-i kipchak. according to researchers until 
the middle of the seventeenth century there overall 
kazakh unity. the rulers of this period kasim khan 
(1511–1518), khaknazar (1538–1580), Shygay 
(1580–1582), tauekel (1582–1598), yesim khan 
(1598–1628) called the owners did not separate 
hordes, and hanami all kazakhs. kazakh bies – 
supporters of unification into a single state-not 
in vain then, always mentioned kasim khan and 
yesim khan.

calling for unity, have always said that we 
should go “straight road kasim khan and the old 
road yesim khan.” the division into three kazakhs 
juz has not yet found a clear explanation. there are 

different opinions on this issue. pre-revolutionary 
russian scientists and orient lists of the Soviet pe-
riod is the division into three kazakh hordes to the 
seventeenth century (v. velyaminov Zernov et al.), 
the researcher m. krasovsky completely denies 
the existence of the unity of the kazakh union. by 
v.v. bartold, the emergence of independent kazakh 
lands associated with the isolation of their nomadic.

m.p. vyatkin believes that the territory of the 
great Horde was the center of all the kazakhs, so 
she called the great, the allocation of the same mid-
dle Horde occurred in the seventeenth century, the 
beginning of hanstvovaniya descendants usyaka 
in junior Zhuz begins with abulhair and falls on 
the 20 years of the eighteenth century. the process 
of disintegration of the kazakh khanate was in the 
middle of the eighteenth century. inside one khan-
ate appear Sultan individual ownership. after the 
death of abul khair khan only in junior Zhuz there 
were several possessions sultans, abul khair khan 
himself during his lifetime exercised power through 
their sons. each of his son ran a separate district. 
for example, nuraly – bayulinskim, aychuvak – 
tyurtkariyskim, adil – chumekeyskim childbirth.

this abulhair sought to expand the territory of 
their holdings and increase the amount of subordinat-
ed labor. but this division is not strengthened khanate, 
but rather led to its weakening. each tribal associa-
tion and generation according to ancient custom ruler 
should be the sultan. before 1750 in the generation 
Zhetyru sway eset batyr, despite this, in 1750 zhe-
tyruovtsy accepted as ruler aychuvak-Sultan, aychu-
vak distinguished courage and vigor. therefore zhe-
tyruvtsam it was needed for solving intergeneric land 
disputes and other matters affecting the interests of an 
entire generation. in addition sultans rulers through 
abul khair khan, in the junior Zhuz considered inde-
pendent owner and batyr Sultan kayipov.

the jurisdiction of the batyr-Sultan was a large 
part of the generations alimulintsev. this property 
was inherited from his father kaip khan. later, af-
ter returning from khiva son batyr kaip actually 
rules this district. kaip jr. p47 – 1758. Hans ticipate 
in the khiva, and in 1758, fearing a conspiracy kh-
iva Bolsheviks, fled to his father. Sultan-Batyr and 
his son kaip jr. behaved as independent owners and 
did not depend on nuralyhana. in addition to these 
junior Zhuz independent rulers sultans had another 
owner Sultan khan’s nephew nuraly – dosa ni-
yazov. power dosa-Sultan applies to certain labor-
generation alimuly. thus, in the 50-70 years of the 
eighteenth century, jr. Horde was subdivided into 
several domains with the Sultan at the head of each.

in the last quarter of the eighteenth century in 
the junior Zhuz happened many historical events in 
this territory in 1773–1775 he passed the peasant 
uprising led by pugachev, and in 1783–1797 years 
of people’s liberation movement podpredvoditel-
stvom Srym datov. with the approach of russian 
military lines to younger zhuzu frequent raids kh-
iva became the bolsheviks on the kazakh border 
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villages. this prompted some kazakh sultans, such 
as Sultan beech -son nuralyhana, migrate to a safe 
place. using the sub-support and personal friend-
ship with the chieftain of the astrakhan cossack 
troops p.S.popovym Sultan bukei asked emperor 
paul i allow migrations to the area between the 
urals and the volga.

at this time, a huge space between the urals 
and the volga, where once roamed the kalmyks, 
but then left the area, was empty. empty seats do 
not bring any benefits to Russia, so the Russian 
government agreed to migrations villages Sultan 
bouquet. authorizing a decree went out march 11, 
1801, but there was no migrations until december 
of the same year. december 20, 1801 crossed the 
ural Sultan himself bukei 183 tents of his village. 
on that day, all crossed over 740 people, and with 
them 24 camels, 1,366 head of cattle, 3,300 horses 
and 102,500 sheep. migrations led esaul astrakhan 
cossack troops v.f.Skvortsov (also in 1818–1822 
years chieftain of the astrakhan cossack troops). 
thus was formed last khanate in the kazakh steppe 
(khan management in kazakhstan abolished in the 
first quarter of the nineteenth century) – Bukey or 
internal khanate (1801–1846), is located within the 
boundaries of the current western kazakhstan.

History bukeyev khanate very extensive and 
full of many historical events. Here hanstvoval 
bukei nuraliev (1801–1815), Shygaev nuraliev 
(1815–1823), Zhangir bouquet (1823–1845). in 
khanate occurred in 1836–1838 years of the na-
tional liberation movement led by isatai taimanov 
and makhambet utemisov.

In 1841, in the khan’s headquarters first school 
was opened. in recent years, many researchers have 
noted that for the first time in Kazakhstan tended 
capitalist land relations.
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